2015 Iowa 4-H Youth Conference Speakers and Entertainment

Kyle Scheele: Kyle Scheele is an inspiring speaker, writer, and youth expert who has challenged tens of thousands of teens across the nation to live better stories. When Kyle became a speaker, he took the opposite approach. Instead of telling students what NOT to do, he shows them that their lives will be defined by the things they DO: the actions they take, the people they help, and the lives that they change.

Kelly Boon: CHAOS Coach [Creativity Humor And Other Stuff], Kelly Boon provides global presentations reviving the creative spirit and giving permission to laugh out-loud! Kelly’s dream is to experience a vibrant world smiling and belly laughing together. Recognized internationally as a leader in employing art and humor in everyday living, she and her red noses have become somewhat of an icon...even as far away as Kofu, Japan.

Luis Ortega: Luis is a professional storyteller, leadership trainer and founder of Storytellers for Change. Luis has been featured as a speaker at over 500 schools around the nation and at various universities and conferences, including TEDx events. Most recently, Luis has completed his first memoir, titled: “Be Kind, Driven & Grateful: Lessons I learned while being homeless and going to college.” On his spare time, Luis enjoys running, playing guitar and mentoring students.

Dueling Pianos: Andy Anderson & Mike Leeds perform dueling pianos which is high-energy, request driven, and family friendly entertainment. Being an audience driven show, they encourage their diverse crowds to sing and dance along to popular songs that everyone knows and loves. They specialize in Top 40 pop-rock hits but their motto is jokingly "We will attempt any song you throw our way!" In other words, this is not a show you come only to sit and watch. The audience instantly becomes part of the entertainment and will be involved throughout the performance.